Phase II studies of polymer-doxorubicin (PK1, FCE28068) in the treatment of breast, lung and colorectal cancer
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Abstract. Phase I studies of [N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide] (HPMA) copolymer-doxorubicin previously showed signs of activity coupled with 5-fold decreased anthracycline toxicity in chemotherapy-refractory patients. Here we report phase II studies using a similar material (FCE28068) in patients with breast (n=17), non-small cell lung (NSCLC, n=29) and colorectal (n=16) cancer. Up to 8 courses of PK1 (280 mg/m2 doxorubicin-equivalent) were given i.v., together with 123I-labelled imaging analogue. Toxicities were tolerable, with grade 3 neutropenia more prominent in patients with breast cancer (4/17, 23.5% compared with 5/62, 8.1% overall). Of 14 evaluable patients with breast cancer 3 had partial responses (PR), all anthracycline-naïve patients. In 26 evaluable patients with NSCLC, 3 chemotherapy-naïve patients had PR. In contrast, none of the 16 evaluable patients with colorectal cancer responded. Imaging of 16 patients (5 with breast cancer, 6 NSCLC, 5 colorectal cancer) showed obvious tumour accumulation in 2 metastatic breast cancers, although unfortunately no images were obtained from patients who responded. These results show 6/62 PR with limited side effects, supporting the concept that polymer-bound therapeutics can have modified and improved anticancer activities and suggesting the approach should be explored further for breast cancer and NSCLC.

Introduction

Targeting drugs to sites of disease is a long-held aim in pharmacology, promising to combine improved activity with decreased exposure of non-target tissues (1). This goal is particularly important for cancer chemotherapy, where dose is often limited by toxicities in normal tissues, notably proliferating cells such as those of the intestinal mucosa and bone marrow. One means to achieve drug targeting in cancer involves linking the cytotoxic to high molecular weight carrier molecules, such as hydrophilic polymers (2-4). This affords the possibility to attach specific ligands to the polymeric carrier, to achieve ‘active targeting’ to cancer cell-associated receptors. The modified pharmacokinetic properties of the polymer-drug conjugate have also been found to mediate selective accumulation within model tumours, so called ‘passive targeting’ (5). The mechanism of passive tumour targeting, otherwise known as the enhanced permeability and
retention (EPR) effect, is thought to result from increased permeability of tumour vasculature, enabling extravasation of high molecular weight molecules such as proteins and polymer-drug conjugates from the bloodstream, coupled with disorganised drainage of tissue fluid from tumour interstitium leading to retention of macromolecules (6,7). EPR thus leads to high levels of passive targeting of polymer-drug conjugates in animal model tumours (8), although it is still unclear how important is the EPR effect in clinical disease, where tumour growth can be considerably slower than in animal models.

The first soluble polymer-drug for cancer therapy was evaluated in a phase I trial against solid tumours in the UK (9,10). This agent, FCE28068 (known as ‘PK1’), consists of the anthracycline doxorubicin linked to copolymers based on N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide via a tetrapeptide spacer designed for cleavage by lysosomal cathepsins (11). Following endocytic entry into tumour cells the spacer is cleaved, allowing intracellular release of active doxorubicin (3,12,13). In the phase I trial, FCE28068 was found to mediate ~5-fold decreased toxicity than the equivalent dose of free doxorubicin, with the maximum tolerated dose identified as 320 mg/m². Nine patients were evaluated for effects on cardiac function, receiving a mean cumulative dose of FCE28068 (doxorubicin-equivalent) of 782 mg/m². One of these showed a clinical significant fall in LVEF (from 47% to 30%; cumulative doxorubicin-equivalent dose of 1040 mg/m²), although none of the others showed any signs of qualitative or quantitative changes in cardiac function. The dose limiting toxicity was neutropaenia. Tolerability was confirmed in a further 6 patients treated at 280 mg/m² (doxorubicin-equivalent), the dose recommended for further trials.

Results of the phase I trial were encouraging, with two patients with NSCLC achieving complete responses (CR) in individual lesions and partial responses (PR) overall (overall duration of PR 10.6 and 16.7 weeks) (9). There were also two minor responses, including one patient with primary colorectal cancer showing ultrasound-documented partial response of a measurable hepatic metastasis with other lesions stable, and the other reduction of chest wall lesions in a patient with heavily epirubicin-pretreated anthracycline-refractory breast cancer. Of the 36 patients enrolled on the phase I trial, 21 were imaged with 131I-labelled polymer conjugate and 6/21 showed some evidence for accumulation of the labelled conjugate within tumour lesions. Accurate determination of the level of tumour accumulation was difficult, however, as 131I-Á-camera imaging does not allow precise resolution of tumour-associated radioactivity.

Given the preliminary evidence of therapeutic activity in NSCLC and some indications of non-specific tumour accumulation, together with decreased toxicity of the HPMA copolymer-bound doxorubicin and lack of polymer-related toxicity, the Phase II/II Clinical Trials Committee of the Cancer Research Campaign approved PK1 for further evaluation in three multicentre phase II trials. Target diseases were breast cancer, NSCLC and colorectal cancer. Drug distribution was monitored in a subset of patients by Á-camera imaging using a 123I-labelled HPMA copolymer-doxorubicin conjugate, to confirm biodistribution, assess uptake into solid tumours and enable assessment of pharmacokinetics by monitoring radioactivity in samples of blood and urine.

Patients and methods

FCE28068 was supplied for these trials by Pharmacia and Upjohn as a lyophilized powder, in glass vial containing 50 mg doxorubicin-equivalent. This drug conjugate has weight average molecular weight 29000 and contains 12% doxorubicin-equivalent, by weight (3.9 mol %). An imaging analogue of FCE28068 was also prepared to permit radio-iodination, containing additionally C=1.0, with A=95 mol % approximately.

Figure 1. General chemical structures of doxorubicin polymer conjugates employed. FCE28068 is a copolymer of (2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide bearing doxorubicin, with A=96.1, B=3.9 mol %. An imaging analogue of FCE28068 was also prepared to permit radio-iodination, containing additionally C=1.0, with A=95 mol % approximately.

Patients and clinical protocol. This study was conducted in five centers throughout the UK. Patients with histologically- or clinically-confirmed breast carcinoma (enrolled in Newcastle, Glasgow and Birmingham), non-small cell lung cancer (enrolled in Birmingham and Aberdeen) or colorectal carcinoma (enrolled in Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Birmingham) were eligible. All imaging studies were performed in Birmingham. The studies were reviewed and approved by
the Local Research Ethics Committees and ARSAC (Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory Committee), and all patients gave written informed consent. Toxicity was documented using the Expanded CTC of the Clinical Trials Group of the National Cancer Institute of Canada version 1 (NCIC-CTG ECTC), and responses were recorded according to criteria based on standard WHO criteria. Inclusion criteria for all three trials included the presence of metastatic disease, at least one bidimensionally measurable lesion, serum creatinine ≤150 μmol/l, serum bilirubin ≤20 μmol/l, serum liver enzymes ≤2X upper limit of the normal range (ULN), except for patients with liver metastases ≤5X ULN and life expectancy at least 3 months. Exclusion criteria included a prior cumulative dose of epirubicin >450 mg/m² or doxorubicin >200 mg/m², pregnant or lactating females, unresolved toxicity, clinical evidence of brain disease, poor medical risk, concurrent use of other experimental agents, treatment for congestive heart failure and history of other malignancies (except in situ cervical carcinoma or basal/squamous cell skin carcinoma curatively treated).

**Trial-specific enrollment criteria included:**

**Breast cancer patients.** Patients were required to have received at least one prior chemotherapy. Patients who had received prior anthracyclines were required to have a left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) measured by multigated radionuclide angiography (MUGA) or echocardiography (ECHO) within the normal range for each hospital and the LVEF measurement was repeated after every 2 cycles of FCE28068. A protocol amendment partway through the trial changed the prior-anthracycline limits to >450 mg/m² during one of their therapeutic cycles. Planar anterior and posterior whole body γ-camera images were taken 4, 24 and 48 h after infusion, and SPECT imaging was performed at 24 h (15). A standard of 123I-labelled imaging analogue was included by the feet of the patient in the planar images to aid in absolute quantification and correction for time-dependent radioactive decay. All imaging was performed using an ADAC Vertex EPIC 2 dual-headed γ-camera. Quantification of 123I distribution was performed from the whole body scans using the geometric mean with comparison to a 123I-iodide standard measured through the patient before the infusion commenced, to enable correction for signal attenuation. The day before treatment the patient underwent an i.v. and oral contrast enhanced X-ray CT scan (GE Prospeed) with markers placed over exterior anatomical landmarks. This was performed at mid-inspiration (rather than full breath-hold) to give a more representative image for comparison to the SPECT scan (which was performed with quiet respiration). A brief SPECT scan was performed with markers in the same locations as for CT before full SPECT imaging limited to the area of 123I distribution to permit registration of the tomographic scans. SPECT to CT registration was performed with both modalities transferred to a Hermes workstation (Nuclear Diagnostics, Stockholm, Sweden), using the Multimodality application based on the external markers, described above, with the kidneys being employed as additional, internal, markers.

**Results**

**Patients.** Sixty-two patients were enrolled into the study, with breast (n=17), non-small cell lung (n=29) and colorectal (n=16) carcinoma; 32 were male and 30 female (Table I). The diagnosis of malignancy was confirmed histologically or cytologically with the exception of 9 patients diagnosed with lung cancer on clinical and radiological grounds.

**Anti-tumour activity**

**Breast cancer.** Seventeen patients with metastatic breast cancer were treated with FCE28068, of whom 14 were evaluable for tumour responses. The other three patients were too ill to have complete assessment, of whom two had symptomatic progression. Two evaluable patients showed early disease progression, four had progressive disease (PD), five had stable disease (SD), and three had PR. The three PR were all observed in patients who had not received prior anthracycline therapy, although they had all previously received radiotherapy and been treated with cyclophosphamide, fluorouracil and methotrexate. The first breast cancer patient achieving PR had two lung metastases, one of which disappeared and the other achieved a PR. This patient also had lesions in her chest wall that were initially measurable but became non-evaluable on study (Fig. 2). The response was maintained for 24 months, when the patient relapsed with pleural effusion.

**Analysis of plasma and urine samples.** Levels of 123I-iodide radioactivity were measured in samples of plasma and urine, diluted to standard volume, by γ-scintigraphy in a well counter (Cobra Quantum, Canberra Packard) and calibrated against a known dilution of imaging analogue. Urine samples were fractionated by Sephadex G25 chromatography before analysis of the fractions to determine the component of free iodide.

**Imaging procedures for determination of polymer distribution.** Some patients at the Birmingham trial site were given a small amount of 123I-imaging analogue as a tracer, administered simultaneously with unlabelled FCE28068, during one of their therapeutic cycles. Planar anterior and posterior whole body γ-camera images were taken 4, 24 and 48 h after infusion, and SPECT imaging was performed at 24 h (15). A standard of 123I-labelled imaging analogue was included by the feet of the patient in the planar images to aid in absolute quantification and correction for time-dependent radioactive decay. All imaging was performed using an ADAC Vertex EPIC 2 dual-headed γ-camera. Quantification of 123I distribution was performed from the whole body scans using the geometric mean with comparison to a 123I-iodide standard measured through the patient before the infusion commenced, to enable correction for signal attenuation. The day before treatment the patient underwent an i.v. and oral contrast enhanced X-ray CT scan (GE Prospeed) with markers placed over exterior anatomical landmarks. This was performed at mid-inspiration (rather than full breath-hold) to give a more representative image for comparison to the SPECT scan (which was performed with quiet respiration). A brief SPECT scan was performed with markers in the same locations as for CT before full SPECT imaging limited to the area of 123I distribution to permit registration of the tomographic scans. SPECT to CT registration was performed with both modalities transferred to a Hermes workstation (Nuclear Diagnostics, Stockholm, Sweden), using the Multimodality application based on the external markers, described above, with the kidneys being employed as additional, internal, markers.
The second breast cancer patient achieving PR had a liver metastasis that showed greater than 50% reduction by CT scan (bi-dimensional area measurement), with lung and bone metastases that were non-measurable but judged to be unchanged. This patient was in PR after six treatment cycles and received an additional two cycles.

The third breast cancer patient achieving overall PR had a mediastinal lymph node lesion that showed >50% size reduction, confirmed by CT scan, before the patient decided to come off treatment after 5 cycles.

Non-small cell lung cancer. Twenty-nine patients with NSCLC were treated with FCE28068, of whom 26 completed two courses of treatment and were therefore evaluable for therapeutic response. Of these 26 patients treated, response was assessed objectively in 21. Three patients showed early progression while seven had PD and eight SD; three patients, all chemotherapy naïve, achieved a PR. These comprised two patients who showed shrinkage of the primary lesion, one achieving greater than 50% reduction in bidimensional area, documented by planar X-ray, and the other achieving complete disappearance documented by CT scan. A third patient showed greater than 50% reduction of locally recurrent lung cancer, documented by X-ray. A fourth chemotherapy-naïve patient had a reduction in the primary tumour that appeared to meet the criteria for PR, but could not formally be classified as a responder because the follow-up X-ray images could not be directly compared with the baseline films.

Colorectal cancer. Sixteen patients with metastatic colorectal cancer were treated. Although 5 patients had stable disease, there were no responses or significant falls in serum CEA.

Assessment of toxicity. Drug-related toxicities observed were generally tolerable, and similar for the three disease groups (Table II). The dose-limiting toxicities observed in the phase I trial were neutropenia and stomatitis, and these were frequently observed in patients treated in this study. Patients with breast cancer experienced somewhat more grade 3 neutropenia (4/17) than those with colorectal (1/16) or lung (0/29) cancer. Grade 3 stomatitis was experienced by all patient groups (3/17, 3/16 and 1/29 patients with breast, colorectal and lung cancer, respectively). There were no episodes of grade 4 neutropenia or febrile neutropenia. Alopecia was limited (Table II), with only 3 colorectal and 3 NSCLC patients experiencing grade 3 hair loss. Other toxicities, including anemia and thrombocytopenia, were either minor or occurred infrequently. Finally, patients with breast cancer reported drug-related fatigue more frequently (13/17) than those with colorectal (7/16) or lung (12/29) cancer. Fatigue is difficult to quantify, however, and this is thought to reflect slight variation in interpretation in the different centers. There was no sign of any cardiotoxicity.

Pharmacokinetics of FCE28068. Plasma and urine samples from the 16 patients subject to γ-camera imaging were analysed by γ-scintigraphy to determine the distribution of the polymer carrier. Plasma levels of radioactivity were assessed using a Winnonlin nonlinear estimation program and modeled well to bi-exponential kinetics, distribution half life = 3.0 h and elimination half life = 41.2 h (Fig. 3), with AUC (area under the plasma concentration-time curve, 0–∞ h) of 5.0 mM.h.

Samples of urine were also analysed in 15 patients, with the
overall percentage radioactivity excreted during 24 h found to be 50.3±7.0% (mean ± 95% confidence interval).

The activity of FCE28068 against NSCLC is particularly encouraging, achieving response rates of 2/2 and 3/26 (on an intent to treat basis) in the phase I and II trials.

Discussion

These studies have expanded and confirmed the early indications that FCE28068 has therapeutic activity against some advanced solid neoplasms. In patients with metastatic breast and lung cancer, FCE28068 achieved response rates of 21% and 11.5%, respectively; there was, however, no activity against colorectal cancer. The activity in breast cancer was restricted to anthracycline-naïve patients, and it is possible that free doxorubicin could also have been effective in these patients. The activity of FCE28068 against NSCLC is particularly encouraging, achieving response rates of 2/2 and 3/26 (on an intent to treat basis) in the phase I and II trials.

Table II. Toxicities encountered following administration of FCE28068.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Breast</th>
<th>Colorectal</th>
<th>Lung</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of patients treated</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTC grade</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alopecia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhoea</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomatitis</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutropenia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytopenia</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Toxicities shown are those reported more than once at grade 3 and above. Other specific toxicities, encountered only at grade 3, were: infection, anorexia, neuro-headache, neuro-constipation, hot flushes and potassium deficiency.

γ-camera imaging of the biodistribution of 123I-imaging analogue of FCE28068. A total of 16 patients (five with breast cancer, five with colorectal cancer and six with lung cancer) underwent whole body γ-camera imaging 4, 24 and 48 h following administration of 123I-labelled imaging analogue of FCE28068. In the majority of patients, images were similar to that in Fig. 4A, with the radioactivity still concentrated in the bloodstream after 4 h, the heart and major vessels being clearly visible. There was also significant radioactivity in the kidneys and bladder, reflecting urinary excretion of the drug conjugate. After 24 h there was still evidence of radioactivity in the bloodstream, although the whole body level had fallen considerably, approximately 50% of radioactivity being excreted in the first 24 h. By registering the γ-camera images to the SPECT, levels of radioactivity in the liver at 24 h were calculated as 1.9±0.9% of the injected dose. Slight accumulation in the kidneys was noted (5.8±2.5% of the injected dose), possibly reflecting post-glomerular reabsorption of the polymer into the renal tubular epithelium. In some breast cancer patients tumour deposits could be imaged by SPECT, although no evidence was gained for enhanced tumour uptake of radioactivity in patients with colorectal and lung cancer.

Two patients with breast cancer had tumour masses arising from axillary lymph node metastases. Radioimaging in these patients showed uptake into the tumour mass. This accounted for 5.9% and 1.8% of the injected dose after 24 h with some retention over the 48 h period of study, compared with matched uptake into the contra-lateral area of 2.9% and 1.1%, respectively. From the γ-camera image of the patient with 5.9% accumulation in the left axillary it is clear that the tumour represents one of the dominant sites of radioactivity remaining within the body after 48 h (Fig. 4B).
respectively. Although free doxorubicin is known to have minor activity in NSCLC, the drug is not considered active with 4/88 patients responding in the world literature (16,17). It would, therefore, be interesting to study FCE28068 further in patients with NSCLC, to define more clearly its level of activity and its mechanism of action. Moreover, the activity of FCE28068 in NSCLC raises the possibility of applying the same principles of delivery to chemotherapeutic agents with greater intrinsic activity in this disease.

Confirming observations in the phase I study, FCE28068 also showed less toxicity than would be expected from the equivalent dose of free doxorubicin. Most notable was the low rate of alopecia, a particularly significant side-effect of most cytotoxics including conventional anthracyclines and affecting quality of life. FCE28068 also appears less cardiotoxic than the same dose of conventional doxorubicin. Overall, the profile of this drug compares favourably with other experimental therapies.

Figure 4. Planar γ-camera imaging of patients at 4, 24 and 48 h following administration of FCE28068 (280 mg doxorubicin-equivalent/m²). Images were calibrated using an external standard placed between the patient’s feet. The patient shown in (A) has large cell lung carcinoma; the patient shown in (B) has metastatic breast cancer with a substantial tumour mass on her left shoulder.
The kinetics of blood clearance for the radiolabelled FCE28068 imaging analogue (with plasma distribution and elimination half lives averaging 3.0 and 41.2 h) were very similar to those previously reported by analysis of polymer-bound doxorubicin (9) (1.8 and 93 h distribution and elimination half lives, respectively) including by population analysis (distribution and elimination half lives 2.7 and 49 h respectively) (10). This suggests that the blood kinetics of the radiolabelled imaging agent closely reflect those of the unlabelled polymer conjugate, and reinforces its usefulness as a non-invasive probe to monitor biodistribution and tumour accumulation of the drug.

It is likely that the antitumor activity of doxorubicin delivered as FCE28068 is determined largely by its kinetics and biodistribution. A key difference from free doxorubicin is the extended plasma circulation of the polymer conjugate, an important prerequisite for passive accumulation within tumour tissues. The low volume of distribution and extended bloodstream circulation of the imaging analogue were clearly visible by γ-camera imaging after 4 h, confirming the results gained by analysis of blood samples. Free doxorubicin has a relatively short plasma half life (18) and the plasma AUC calculated for polymer-bound doxorubicin, assuming the conjugate remains intact (5.0 mM.h), is much greater than is seen for free doxorubicin given at doses of 30-70 mg/m² (typically 2-10 μM.h (19,20)). Liposomal doxorubicin also has a much greater AUC than the free drug, measured at 2.9-5.9 μM.h over the dose range 35-70 mg/m² (21), similar to that seen here for the doxorubicin polymer conjugate.

Although the uptake of FCE28068 into tumour masses in this study is hard to quantify from many of the images obtained (largely because of difficulties of image registration for non-surface tumours), analysis of the patients with axillary breast cancer masses that can be imaged relatively easily suggests accumulation of the administered dose of FCE28068 at levels between 0.7 and 3.0% greater than in the contralateral shoulder, measured after 24 h. This corresponds to 4-14 mg of doxorubicin at typical administered doses. The polymer conjugate remains intact (5.0 mM.h), is much greater than is seen for free doxorubicin given at doses of 30-70 mg/m² [typically 2-10 μM.h (19,20)]. Liposomal doxorubicin also has a much greater AUC than the free drug, measured at 2.9-5.9 μM.h over the dose range 35-70 mg/m² (21), similar to that seen here for the doxorubicin polymer conjugate.

In contrast to the hints of activity seen here, a related strategy using a polymer carrier to deliver the topoisoromerase I inhibitor camptothecin (PNU166148) recently reported negative results in a phase I study (23,31-33). This macromolecular form of doxorubicin combines decreased toxicity with signs of activity in some types of solid cancer, reinforcing the emerging paradigm for changing the toxicity and efficacy of anticancer agents by forming macromolecular prodrugs with modified biodistribution and activity profiles. The covalent bond between the doxorubicin and polymer carrier is not broken instantly, however, and the real levels of free, active, drug released are likely to be much lower.

In contrast to the hints of activity seen here, a related strategy using a polymer carrier to deliver the topoisoromerase I inhibitor camptothecin (PNU166148) recently reported negative results in a phase I and pharmacokinetic study involving 23 patients with various types of cancer (6 colorectal, 4 unknown primary, 2 each head and neck, NSCLC, renal and one of each adrenal, cervical, oesophageal, Ewing’s, gastric, mesothelioma and prostate) (23). The linkage of camptothecin to the polymer carrier was designed for pH-catalysed esterolytic cleavage, in contrast to the protease-based release of doxorubicin employed here, making it hard to compare the pharmacology of the two drug conjugates. Nevertheless, a further study administered PNU166148 to patients with colorectal cancer prior to tumour resection, and found disappointingly low levels of the drug within resected tumour tissue (24). This suggests that the EPR effect does not operate very effectively in clinical colorectal cancer, and this may contribute to the lack of activity seen against colorectal cancer in the present study as well (although the minor response in colorectal cancer observed in the phase I study should not be completely overlooked).

The differential activities of FCE28068 in different cancer types, coupled with apparently differential accumulation of drug conjugates, may relate in part to differences in tumour biology between tumours of different origins. Passive targeting of drug conjugates to tumour tissue (at least in animal models) is thought to be facilitated by enhanced permeability of tumour-associated vasculature, with retention aided by poor or absent lymphatic pathways for drainage of macromolecules from the tumour interstitium. In addition the rate of fluid extravasation will likely depend on the tumour interstitial hydrostatic pressure, which will also be dependent on the efficiency of fluid drainage pathways, giving a complex overall effect. In this context it is noteworthy that whereas clinical lung and breast cancer are recorded as having relatively low interstitial hydrostatic pressures (10.0 mm Hg, n=26, and 15.0 mm Hg, n=8, respectively), metastatic colorectal cancer appears to have a substantially higher interstitial pressure (21 mm Hg, n=8) (25). Further evaluation of clinical tumour interstitial pressures and possible correlation with uptake of drug conjugates would appear to be warranted, as this might inform on disease types suitable for treatment with macromolecular drug conjugates.

This macromolecular form of doxorubicin combines decreased toxicity with signs of activity in some types of solid cancer, reinforcing the emerging paradigm for changing the toxicity and efficacy of anticancer agents by forming macromolecular prodrugs with modified biodistribution and activity profiles. This approach may be used in the future with established cytotoxics or to deliver anticancer agents that are otherwise too insoluble (26) or too toxic to be administered in the clinic (4), and conjugates can be designed to release drug with a variety of trigger mechanisms including falling pH (27-29) and reducing environment (30). The polymer carrier also permits incorporation of membrane active peptides or targeting agents into the conjugate structure, the latter designed to enhance receptor-mediated uptake into tumour cells or organs containing tumour metastases, and increase the exposure of the tumour to active drug while minimizing exposure of normal tissues (31). Thoughtful design of macromolecular drug conjugates should yield a range of new approaches to cancer treatment with potentially significant benefits, and several have already progressed as far as clinical evaluation in phase I studies (23,31-33).
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